Brochure

Blockchain is an Enabler for
Your Business Transformation

Blockchain has the potential to transform today's
businesses with a new economy model known as
“Trust Based Economy” which brings agility to
businesses, while disrupting the traditional business
models where the intermediaries play a major role.
Its unique attributes include:
Providing de-centralized ownership of common
data
 Securing each transaction with cryptography
such that only designated data owners can read
or modify particular data
 Presenting a single version of truth across all
stake holders
 Preventing unauthorized changes to business
agreements



However, as a CXO, you may wonder, how
blockchain will help my business and where do I get
started.
GAVS’ 1-week Blockchain PoC powered by
Azure Blockchain As a Service (For Backend)
and Powerapps (Distributed App) front end,
enables you to take a dive into the Blockchain and
explore its usage.
Our approach which is driven by tools and
processes includes,
Identifying your path in the current journey with
respect to Blockchain based transformation
 Assessing your organization's starting and
destination paths as part of Blockchain journey



Whiteboarding best possible use cases
 Getting a 360-degree view of, how the use cases
will be realized when implemented using
Blockchain
 Providing a look & feel proof of concept which
gives you a bigger picture
 Required training to your employees about the
use of Blockchain


Our 1-week PoC is a packaged version of our entire
Blockchain services in a box, such that you get to
know the big picture without spending lot of time,
money and eﬀort.
One of the unique aspects of our Blockchain
journey is that we don't necessarily have to “Boil
The Ocean”, because most of the misconception
about the Blockchain is that it is only meant for end
consumers (like a public Blockchain) or useful for
very large enterprises, rather our approach takes
you through a journey, where by self-contained and
realistic use cases can be tried before going to
transformative use cases.

For more information on how GAVS can help solve your business problems, write to inquiry@gavstech.com
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Services:
Our Blockchain services include:
Blockchain consulting services: Journey mapping
assessment, use case identiﬁcation, work shop &
training.
Blockchain execution: Proof of concept, coinnovation and production implementation.
Our Blockchain consulting and execution services
are supported by a set of unique tools and
platform, which you will experience during the PoC.
GAVS’ Blockchain services are powered by:
Azure Blockchain as a service: For providing the
Blockchain infrastructure and integration eco
system
 Microsoft Powerapps: To provide high
performance and low code driven Dapps for
businesses to quick realize the potential of
Blockchain.



However, for production implementation, the
solutions can easily be converted to customer's
preferred platforms.
Sign up today for starting your business
transformation using Blockchain enabled by
GAVS' tools & platform and consulting
approach.
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